Prepositions With Nouns

Prepositions with nouns
Supply appropriate prepositions to complete the sentences

1. They sent me a cheque ________ $60.
2. I have a little difficulty ________ the children.
3. Have you got any experience ________ nursing?
4. She claims to be an expert ________ Eastern philosophy.
5. I have every intention ________ informing you.
6. Take no notice ________ her!
7. These huts offer little protection ________ rats.
8. What was the point ________ attempting to live together?
9. I was surprised at his reaction ________ what I said.
10. I was questioned in connection ________ a robbery.
11. There was a close connection ________ the last two events.
12. Their marriage is ________ the rocks.
13. I shot the robber ________ self-defence.
14. My efforts to avoid hitting the tree were ________ vain.
15. It isn't perfect but it's useful ________ some respects.
16. I've just received an invitation ________ a wedding next week.
17. Money isn't a solution ________ every problem.
18. The company has rejected the workers' demands ________ an increase ________ pay.